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AN EXAMPLE OF THE SHORT-PERIOD FLUCTUATION 

OF THE OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITION IN THE 

VICINITY OF THE KUROSHIO FRONT※不

By 

Hid巴oKAWAI and Minoru SASAKI 

Tohoku Regional Fisheries Research Laboratory 

Shiogama， ] apαn 

Abstract 

Basing on the oceanographic data co11巴ctedin the season from late spring to early 

summer in 1959， the fluctuation of water mass distribution， - especially the mOVEment 

of the small cold巴ddyalong th巴 InnerCold Zon巴 inth巴 leftside of the primary Kuroshio 

Front is discussed through the reexamination as to the courses of research vessels and 

spacing of stations. Th巴 distributionsof the phosphate-phosphorus concentration， the 

colony number of the phytoplankton， and the wet weight of the zooplankton are in-

vestigated， and their changes in each water mass are compared with each other. Finally， 

the northward movement of the skipjack fishing-ground is discussed in relation to the 

hydrographic condition. 

1. Introduction 

The multiple ship survey east of ] apan was carried Ollt in 1957 by the ] apan Meteoro-

logical Agency， the Hakodate Marine Observatory， the Kobe Marine Observatory， and th巴

Maritime Saftey Board. T引h児emain ob同Je目ctof th 巴 surv 巴y wa凶5t句oobtコメtaina fundamental 

knowledge on the mechan凹1悶 nof the northward transport of wa釘rmwa叫t巴引r(Oceanog♂raphi児ca叫l 

S巴ctiωon凡lし， ]apan M巴t巴orologica叫1Ag巴ncy，1957; Masuzawa， 1958). 

Extending over three years， 1958 through 1960， the oceanographic observations east 

of ]apan were carried out rep巴atedlyin the season from late spring to early summer， 

operating several vessels of the Fisheries Agency and the Fisheries Experimental Stations 

of three Prefectures along the Pacific coast of the N orth-eastern Districts of ] apan. This 

survey was plann巴dto obtain a fundam巴ntalknowledg巴 onthe mechanism of the fishing-

grounds formation in the vicinity of the warm eddy Cl1t 0任 fromthe Kuroshio Area， but， 

in our opinion， the expected r巴sultswere not su伍cientlyachieved owing to incomplete 

equipments， shortage of hands for observations and th巴 frequent stormy weather. 

However， the survey in 1959 was somewhat successful in obtaining a knowledge on the 

movement of the water masses. The present pap巴rreports the principal results gained by 

※ Contribution No. 173 from the Toholcu Regio日乱1Fisheries Res巴archLaboratory 

* Supported in part by grants from the Agriculture， Forestry， and Fisheries Research Council. 
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the survey in 1959. 

2. The strategy of the survey 

The courses of research vessels and spacing of stations suitable to our particular re-

quirements cannot be determined without the knowledge on the structure of water mass 

and current pattern. Fig. 1 shows the schematic rerpesentation of th巴 hydrographic

condition in the Polar Frontal Zone. This chart was prepared from the temperature and 

GEK data colleded in May， 1959. Only a brief comment of the chart is given h巴re，since 

a detai1ed description is available in the followi時 references: Kawai (1955) and Kawai 

(1959). 

ARE A 

PR1MARY 
KUROSHIO 

FRONT 
COre 

35 

1s0E 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the hydrographic conditions in the Polar Frontal 
Zone and the standarc1 observation st乱tion. Large circles inclicate the observation 
station with Nansen's bottle ancl BT， small circles the station with BT O1Uy. 

At the southern巴xtrel11ityof the Polar Frontal Zon巴， the primary Kuroshio Front 

meanders with a narrow band of strong curr巴ntof about three knots. 1n the vicini辻tyof 

the cr巴stof th巴 meand巴er丸 th巴 s巴cω;沿on記叫ピc1aωryK王u山:lr噌oshioFr印.ひontbranche白sfr印omthe pril11ary 

K王uroshiわoFront， and the forl11er has a current speec1 of about two knots in the shape of 

loop-line sl1ITounding a warl11 water l11ass to break off into a larg巴edc1y.Along the primary 

Kuroshio Front， the Inner Colc1 Zone， the warm core， and the Outer Cold Zone stretch in 

parallel. A t th巴 northernextremity of th巴 PolarFrontal Zone， very ml1ch c1istored 

meand巴rsof the Oyashio Front with a current speed of one knot or less are observ巴d.Two 

southwarc1 protrusions of the subarctic water are callec1 the Inshore Oyashio Branch and 

the Offshore Oyashio Branch respectively. 

To realize our object mentioned in the introcluction， the standard courses and spacing 

of stations were planned in ac1vance so that the courses might cross the primarγKuroshio 

Front and the Inner Colc1 Zone in the vicinity of a cr出 tof the m巴anc1ers(Fig. 1). . The 
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Researeh vessel 

Table 1. List of observations 

Period 

Obs. 1 No. 8 Hakuryu-maru 
No. 10 Shoichi-maru 

Agency I Dat巴

Charterecl by Miyagi I Apr. 29-lV!ay ~ 
FES. I Apr. 29-May 2 

Obs. II NO. 2 Chiba-marll 
Kaiyo 
Ryofu-maru 
Heiwa-Ibaragi-maru 

Chiba FES 
E在SB，
JMA. 
Ibaragi FES 

May 7-12， .May 13 
May 10-12 
May 11-12，・May13 
・May13 

Obs. III 

Obs. IV 

Obs. V 

Obs. VI 

Obs. VII 

Obs. VIII 

Obs. IX 

Kaiyo 
Ryofu-maru 
Kitakami-marll 
Heiwa-Ibaragi-maru 
No. 2 Chiba-maru 
Kawachidor:1 

I *Kitakami-maru 

|ほitakami-maru
Ryofu-maru 

| 場屯巾S釦oy戸M叩-ma町ru

| 喝巾0戸作-mar叩u 

I '場唱巾制S白旬口呼…y
I(i比tak仁ami-maru

場Soyo-maru
No. 2 Chiba-maru 
Kitakami-maru 
Meiyo 
Takuyo 

MSB 
JMA 
Iwate FES 
Ibaragi FES 
Chiba FES 
MSB 

|Iw山 FES

|山 FEB
jMA. 

I FA 

I FA 

|FA 
Iwate FES 

May 14-21 
May 17-20 
May 14-16 
May 14-16 
May 14-15 
E在ay18-20 

May 27-30 

J une 3-7 
June 5-6 

June 10-17 

June 20-25 

FA 
Chiba FES 
Iwate FES 
MSB. 
MSA 

June 30-July 5 
June 29-JulY 3 

July 8-14 
July 7-13 

jW810 
1I1y 12-14 
1I1y 8-12 

Obs. X MSI3 
lbaragi FES 
lwate FES 
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Heiwa-Ibaragトmarll
Ha yachl11e-maru 

Abbreviation of the agency name 
FES. The Fisheries Experimeantal Station of the respective Prefectllre 
MSB.: The Maritime Safety Bo叫 d

JMA.: The Japan Meteorological Agency 
F A. The Fisheries Agency 

* The data of phosphate-phosphorlls and planktons a1"巴 lIsedi11 the present pape工.
• Cf. fig. 2 

sections of the three cruises of the S.S. Kitakami-maru and sulコsequentfour cruises of the 

S.S. Soyo-maru actually made corresponded as the exigencies of weather and instrumental 

failure would permit. 

Since the Inner Cold Zone along th巴 northernedge of the primary Kuroshio Front is 

an obstacle to the movement of the skipjack， the oceanographic stations should be so 

close as we may deliniate the Inner Cold Zone. Taking the width of the Inner Cold Zone 

into consideration the BT stations in the present survey wcr巴 atint巴rvalsof 15 nautical 

miles， while the casting of Nansen's bottle and the hal1l.ing of plankton nets were made at 

every other BT station. 011 the other hand， the surface temperature was measured every 

hour on a crl1ise. Howev巴r，the discrepancy in observation time makes the discussion of 

the excessively small structure in the transi巴ntstate meaningless. 
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Let c denote the propagation velocity of characteristic pattern such as th巴 front，the 

ridge and trongh of the meanders of istotherms， or the isolated eddy. Let.dd denote 

the distance betwe巴ntwo adjacent stations. When the discrepancy in observation time 

between the two stations is .dt， the characteristic pattern may move by the distance c.dt. 

If .dd is greater than c.dt， the movement of the characteristic patter日 cannotreach the 

adjacent station， but if this condition is not satisfied， the clos巴networkof stations b巴comes

meaningl巴ss.

According to the analysis by Fuglister and Worthington (1951)， two meanders of the 

Gnlf Stream front moved巴astwardat a rate of about 11 nautical miles a day， namely-

at a speed of 0.46 knot. Multiple ship survey in th巴 vicinityof the Kuroshio Front in 

1957 shows that the Kuroshio Front moved northward at a rate of about 12 nautical miles 

a day， namely - at a speed of 0.5 knot (Masuzawa， 1957). Accordingly， we can assume 

that c is about 0.5 knot. 1 t is readily seen from the standard observation course in fig. 1 

that the considerable discrepancy in obs巴rvationtime appears in the following couples of 

stations: Stations 6-13， 14-21，2-9， 10-17， and 18-25. Further， th巴 discrepancybecomes 

more glaring between the stations on the latitud巴sof 370N and that on 37.50N. Since 

th巴 distanc巴 b巴tweenev巴rycoulple of stations mentioned above is about 30 nautical 

miles， the condition .dd > c.dt requires that .dt is smaller than 60 hours， namely - 2.5 

days. Inspecting the actnal observation time in the present survey， th巴 discrepancyin 

time between adjac巴ntstations did not exceed 2.5 days except the stations on the two lines 

of latitudes of 37 and 37.50N. Fortunately， th巴巴stimatedsp巴巴din the movement of the 

cold eddy was less than 0.5 knot as is shown in the next section， therefore the present plan 

of spacing station is considered to bεsuccessfu1 in describing hydrographic condition. 

Listed in table 1 are the cruises of the observation which furnished th巴 datansed in 

th巴 pr巴sentpaper. The v巴ss巴1sof the Fisheri巴sAgency and th巴 FisheriesExperimental 

Stations wer巴 op巴ratedby our plal1， but others than the above w巴reby the respective plan 

independent of onrs. 

3. Fluctuation of the water mass distribution 

Fig. 2 illustrates the distribution of temperature and chlorinity at the sea-surfac巴 and

at a depth of 50 m for tel1 sncc巴ssiveperiods， including all the data taken from the vessels 

of various agencies in Japan (Table 1). On contoL1ring iso-lin巴s，the continnity of the tim巴

chang巴 ofiso-lines pattern and the parall巴lismbetwe巴nisotherms and isohalines are taken 

into consideration. 

To investigate the movements of water masses， a representativ巴企gur巴 waspre-

pared from th巴isothermsat 50 m. The areas havil1g a t巴mperatnrebelow 130C， in the chart 

showing temperatnre distribution at 50111 (Fig. 2)， are indicated by the densely dotted 

area in fig. 3. Similarly， the areas having temperatnres b巴twe巴n13 and 16QC， betw巴en

17 and 210C， and above 210C are indicated by rough dots， hatch， and meshes respectively. 

The warm water mass B had been already cnt 0妊 bythe end of April (Obs. 1)， while the 

warm water mass A was cut off about the first half of June (Obs. V and VI). 

The most interesting ph巴n0111enonis the separation al1d 1110vement of small cold eddy. 

The c巴l1tralpart of this cold water mass is d巴signatedby letter C in fig. 3. The ext巴nSlOn

( 122) 



Short-period fluctuation of th巴 oceanographicconditon 
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Fig.2. 

top of the Inshore Oyashio Branch moved southward and tOl1ched the northern edge of the 

primary Kuroshio Front about the beginning of June (Obs. V). Subseque凶 ly，it was 

isolated and formed a small cold eddy about the midclle of Jun巴 (Obs.VI)， and it moved 

slowly eastward along the northern edge of the primary Kuroshio Front till the middle 
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Short-period fiuctuation of th巴 oceanographicconc1iton 

"6 39 

Fig. 2. Horizontal distril川 tionof temperature anc1 chlorinity at the surface anc1 

50m. Open c町 :les)ndicatethe location of observation. 
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of July (Obs. 1X). The mean spe巴dof the movement 

of this eddy is estimated in table 2. 

From table 2 it will be seen that th巴coldeddy 

moved with a velocity of about 0.2 knot at th巴

beginning， but its speed was reduced to that less 

than a half when the eddy reached the meridian 

of 1440E. This speed is about one tenth of that 

estimated by Masuzawa (1958). Th巴 discrepancy

in the speed of the cold edcly between M3.sl1zawa's 

estimation and ours is due to the differenc巴sin the 

character of th巴coldeddy and in the field condition 

around it. 1n Masl1zawa's case， th巴 temperature

at 100 m in the center of the cold eddy is between 

1 and 40C， therefore it is the Oyashio water trans-

ported freshly from the pure Oyashio Area. The 

temp巴raturegradient at the northern edge of the 

cold eddy is small， and the counter current is 

scarcely found or is very weak. On th巴 other

hand， in our case， the temperature at 100 m in the 

center of th巴 coldeddy is about 60C at the 

beginning and about 120C at the end， ther巴foreit is 

a mixture of the Oyashio and the Kuroshio. Fur-

ther， there is a very warm water to the north of 

the eddy， and it is presumed that the speed of the 

counter current at the northern edge of the eddy is 

comparable to the current speed at the southern. 

Accordingly， the cold eddy in our case cannot move 

eastward so swiftly as the current along the northern 

事

July 16-23 Obs.X 

edge of the primary Kuroshio Front fl.ows. This ;;; 

phenomenon is similar to the fad that a typhoon or 

hurricane does not move so swiftly as the wind 

blows violently arround it. Anyway， it is worthy 

to note that the small cold eddy in the Inner Cold 

Zone does not always move with the speed comp-

arable to the curr巴ntspeed at the northern part of 

the primary Kuroshio Front. 

As the cold eddy in th巴 InnerCold Zone moved 

very slowly in 1959， we succeeded in estimating its 

speed. Hd'wever， a simultaneous observation is 

much desired， as a rapid change may OCCllr under 

certain circumstances. 
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Short-period illlctuation of the oceanographic conditon 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the~waterImassImovement. The letters A. B. and 
indicate the water masses identified by the change of isotherms pattern at SO m 
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Table 2. Estimation of the speed of th巴 smallcold eddy moving along the Inner Cold Zone 

Cruise 

Station No. 

Date 

Latitude 
Longitude 

Direction (degree) 
Speed (Knot) 

I~戸円円陀K阻酌蜘山i比出帥…t旬批a北ku (向2勾) Iいmar問u(ρ向3勾)I (1) 1. (向2勾) I (向3勾) I .I.a.n..uy 

St. 1 1St. 13 1 St. 32 1St. 33 I St. 42 1St. BT245 

135 
0.24 

60 
0.23 

90 
0.07 

95 
0.08 

July 11 
02h 

36023'N 
144016'E 

310 
0.09 

4. H日rizontaldistribution3 of the phosphate-phosphorus concentration， the 
phytoplankton， and the zooplankton 

The phosphate-phosphorus concenhation in the water was determinecl colorimetrically 

by Deniges' methocl for six crusies (Obs. VI to IX). Taking the comp巴nsationclepth into 

consid巴rationthe horizontal clistribution of the mean phosphate-phosphorus of the upper 

50 m layer w出 shownin the upper row of the fig. 4. 

May 27-30 Obs. IV 

142 143 14< 

ふ
。 。

142 143 144 

June 3-7 Obs， V 

142 1<3 144 

0ミ七、;当e.

。/7。¥くむこ一
合

141 142 143 JH 

1園、4s5s 

→36 

s5 

37 

81l 

.s 
38 

Z見5
}of' ~ 

Fig. 4. Upper. Mean phosphate-phosphol'llS (ほ-atomsjL)of th巴 upper50m layer. Middle. 
Common logarithms of the total colony nllmber of the phytoplankton. Lower. 
Common logarithms of the total wet wieght (mg) of the zoop1ankton. 
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June 10-17 Obs_ VI 

1‘2 143 144 Hfl 

1.12 143 1.f4 145 

Junc 20一一26 Obs _ VJI 

142 143 144 14& 

35 
38 

出

36 

35 1‘2 143 144 14.5 1れ I

Fig. 4. Upter_ Mean phosphate-phosphorus (μg-atomsjL) of the upper 50m layeL Middle 

Common logarithms of the total colony nUJ11ber of the phytoplankton. Lower 

Common logarithms of the tofal wet wicght (mg) of the zooplankton 

On the other hand， the plankton was collccted with two types of open net; the one 

is Kitahara's quantitative plankton net (Silk No. 13， 129 meshes per inch)， the other is the 

Marutoku net (GG No. 54; 20.5 mcshes per 10 mm). The fonner n巴twas hauled up 

vertically after playing the rope with a 1巴ngthof 50 m for Obs. 1V， V， and V1; and for Obs. 

VII， V1II， and 1X it was done after giving the rope a length of 100 m. The latter net was 

hauled up vertically after giving the wire a 1巴ngthof 150 m throughout all curises. The 

colony number of the phytoplankton was cOl1nted l1nder a microscope for the sample col-

lected with the former net， and the horizontal distribution of the common logarithms of 

the total colony number is shown in the middle row of the fig. 4. The wet weight of the 

zooplankton was measur巴dby l1sual method for the sample collected with the latter net， and 

the horizontal distribution of the common logarithms of the total wet weight in mg is shown 

in the lower row of the fig. 4. 

Since the flow-meter was not equippecl with both nets， the wat巴rvolume filtered could 

not b巴 measurecl. It is supposecl that the anglc of rope or wire will increase when the 

relative motion of the vessel to the subsurface water is great. Two causes wiU set up this 

relative motion ; the one is th巴 driftingof vessel by wind， and the other is vertical shear 

of current. 1n th巴secases， the plankton net will filter a large quantity of the plankton as 
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June 29-July 5 ObB. VIII 

142 143 144 146 

許可ヨ:
:子。。oN

July 7一一14. Obs. IX 

1‘z ... 
0， 。一¥。
。。
。 o l。。。

175Tゐ

:とさよ"
、~--Q~ i回

86 

。
ゃ

Fig. 4. Upper. Mean phospbate-phosphorus (，lg-atomsjL) of the upper 50m layer. Middle. 
Common logarithms of the total colony number of the phytoplankton. Loωer 
Common logarithms of the total wet wieght (mg) of the zooplankton. 

in the trawling fisheries. Fig. 5 shows the rel主tionamong the rope angle of Kitahara's 

quantitative net， the water temperature at a depth of 50 m， and the common logarithms 

of the colony number of the phytoplankton collected by three cruises of the S.S. Soyo-

maru， where the rope was payed away to a constant length of 100 m. It will be seen from 

fig. 5 that， at a constant temperature， th巴 colonynumber of the plankton repr巴sentedas 

the characteristic of common logarithms does not increase with the rope angle. Further， 

at a constant rop巴 angle， there seems to b巴nod巴負l1iter巴lationbetween the colony number 

of the plankton and the temperature at 50 m. Accordingly， we could make no correction 

for th巴 variationof th巴ropeangle. Also， we made no correction for the difference in rope 

iength between the first half three cruises and the latter half three curises， because most 

ofth巴 phytoplanktoninhabit in the shallower layer， and the difference in the rope length 

will not produce a serious巴rror.

Comparing the horizontal distribution of phosphate-phosphours (Fig. 4， Upper) with 

the temperature distriblltion (Fig. 2)， it wiU be seen that the phosphate-phosphorus con-

centration is greater in the northern cold water. However， the distributions of the 

phytoplankton and th巴 zooplanktonshow 110 clefinite rehtion with the temperature. The 

reason is that the pure Oyashio cold water scarcely appeared in the survey region at that 
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time. On the other hand， there seems to b巴 atendency that the colony number of the 

phytoplankton is greater along the primary Kuroshio Front， while the wet weight of the 

zooplankton is smaller along it. If the collection of planktons is carried out at every BT 

station， this tendency wiU be shown more clearly. 

Changes of the phophate-phosphorus concentration， the phytoplankton， 

and the zooplankton with time in the respective movil1g water masses. 

5. 

Since a fixed station in the Polar Frontal Zon巴 isoccupied by different water masses 

from time to time， namely-on one occasion by warm water and on another by cold water， 

we should describ巴 thechange of inorganic nutrients or planktons tracing the same water. 

Fig. 6 shows the time changes of th巴 phosphate-phosphorusconcentration， th巴 colony

number of the phytoplankton， and the wet weight of th巴 zooplanktonin th巴 respective

water masses in fig. 3. Since the casting of Nansen's bottle and the hauling of plankton 

nets were made at every other BT station， th巴 datain the respective water mass are very 

few. 1n fig. 6， the water mass C signifies the cold area with a temperature below 160C at 

50 m， including the roughly dotted area in fig. 3. Also， it should be noted that the wa口n

core does not conserve the same watcr， as it continu巴salong the primary Kuroshio Front. 

1n laboratory experiments， th巴 phosphat巴-phosphorus concentration decreases with 

increasing phytoplankton. Also， th巴 phytoplankton wiU decrease with increasing zoo-

plankton. However， we can see no definite relation b巴tweentheir changes. The reasons 

for this is probably to be found partly in that the water mass in the ocean is not a closed 

system but is an open one， and partly in that th巴 netcollection of planktons is not suitabl巴

for the quantitative analysis. 

Unfortunately， th巴 flow-meterwas not used in the present survey. Even if it is used， 

however， the correction for variation of the water volume filtered is meaningless， so far as 
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Fig. 6. Changes of the mean phosphate同phosphorus(μg-atomsjL) of the upper 

50 m layer (UPρeγ)， common logarithms of th巴totalcolony number of the 
phytoplankton (Middle)， and common logarithms of the total wet weight 
(mg) of the zooplankton (Lo凹er)in the respective wat巴rmasses 

the vertical distribution of planktons is not uniform. For a strictly quantitative analysis， 

some other device for collection is desired. 

6. Movement of the skipjack fishing-ground 

Fig. 7 shows th巴fishinglocality of the skipjack by the ] apanese commercial boats for 

ten p巴riodsfrom late spring to early summer in 1959. These periods are determined so 

as to near1y correspond to the p巴riodsin arranging oc巴anographicdata， and each period 

consists of the same number of days，巴ightdays， for ready comparison among them. 

1n May， the fishing-ground was formed nearly along the primary Kuroshio Front. 

However， in ] une a part of them moved northward across th巴 primaryKuroshio Front， 

and in the last period (July 16-23) the greater part were in the Transition Area b巴tweenthe 

Kuroshio Area and th巴 OyashioAr巴a. 111 most years， the main fishing-ground of the 

skipjack moves into the Transition Area from the third decade of June to the middle 

d巴cade of Ju1y. Th巴 passingof the main fishing-ground across the primary Kuroshio 

Front occurs in the east side・ofth巴contactplace of the Offshore Oyashio Branch extention 

with the primary Kuroshio Front between th巴10時 itudesof 144 and 1470E (Kawai， 1959). 

The discrepancy in the locality of th巴 northwardmovem巴ntwill be du巴 tothe facts that 

th巴 1nnerCold Zon巴 didnot develop in the vicinity of the cr巴stof the meanders of the 

primary Kuroshio Front in 1959， and that the frequ巴ntnorthward movement of warm 

water from the Kuroshio Area occurred because of the development of the secondary Kuro-

shio Front in 1959. 

The巴rrorin the fishing loca1ity of the skipjack will cause a bottleneck in the way of 

the research on the hydrographic conditions of the fishing-ground formation， as the fine 

structure of water mass and current pattern becomes better known. In the future， the 

survey of the fish school should be made on board the research vessel. Comparing the 

chart of fishi時 -ground(Fig.7) with the temperature distribution (Fig.2)， howev巴r，the 

tend巴ncythat the fishing-ground moves northward avoiding the Inner Cold Zone. 
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Fishing locality of th巴 skipjackby the ]apanese comm巴rcialboats in 1959. Open 
circles indicate the locality of the skipjack school founcl by research vessels. 
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一和文抄録 一一

黒潮前線付近の海況の短期的変動の一例

川合英夫

佐々木実

1959年 4月末から 7月半ば過ぎにかけて数回くり返された東北海区近海の海洋観測資料に基いて，水塊分布の変動

一一特に主黒潮前線の北側を走る内侃低温帯内の小冷水塊の移動を，観測コースと観測l点の適否の吟味と ともに議論

した。 Phosphate-P，拡物プランク トンの京体数， il乱物プランクトンの湿重量の分布が調べられ，移動中の同一水塊

内のそれらの時間的変化が相互に比較された。最後にカツオ漁場の移動を水理的条件に結びつけて考察した。
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